
“Christ the Antidote regarding Death”

      CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 10.

 GOD IS COMING TO INHABIT HIS EARTH

''I do not ask that You will take them out of the world, but that You will keep & protect them from the 
evil one.'' Jn 17: 15. All references taken from the Amplified unless otherwise stated.

''And I am convinced & sure of this very thing, that He Who began a good work in you will continue
until  the day of  Jesus Christ  [right  up to  the time of  His  return],  developing [that  good work]  &
perfecting & bringing it to full completion in you.''  Phil 1:6. 
   As already stated “God is coming to inhabit the earth”. We who are both, heaven – of a divine nature –
& earth – of the dust – are in the process of being – changed from the mortal to the immortal – & as
God who inhabits our earth increases in us we are changed further. Anything that God inhabits must be
CHANGED as He will not dwell in anything or anyone  completely, unless it is HOLY or SANCTIFIED
“set apart”.  In other words the way  that God will inhabit this earth or planet is in a – set apart Holy
People”–  HIS TABERNACLE or TEMPLE.

''I will cry to God Most High, who performs on my behalf & rewards me [Who brings to pass His 
purposes for me & surely completes them]!''  Psalm 57: 2.

  God's plan first with His sons, who are in the process of being manifested & then with – the rest of men
who will seek the Lord – will bring to pass & will surely complete that which He has promised. We must
remember above all, that these promises are first & foremost personal! He is our God of “SURETY.”

''As for you also, because of & for the sake of the covenant blood, I have released & sent forth your
imprisoned people out of the waterless pit. Return to the stronghold you prisoners of hope; even today
do I declare that I will restore double your former prosperity unto you.'' Zech 9:11-12.

   I would like to suggest to you, yes even to attest to you today, that this above verse is referring to
double that we had in our Eden'ic state. Let us look closely at this above verse, God is encouraging us as
prisoners of hope to restore double our former prosperity.  What is this former prosperity referring to?
Let us now compare this with another verse in Rom 8:20, KJV. ''For the creature was made subject to
vanity, – or lowered –   not willingly, but by reason of Him who has subjected the same in hope.''
   
   When did this lowering take place? Why in the 2nd Chapter of Genesis verse 21a. ''And the Lord God
caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam;''.... this is when Adam & the rest of his progeny – were made
subject to vanity – I would mention that there is no record of the corporate Adam ever coming out of that
sleep or dream – until the time of Jesus Christ – it so affected Adam that He ate of the fruit of good & evil,
but let us remember that  ''All things are of God, & that all things work together for good to those who
are His chosen.'' When do WE come out of this dream?  ''Awake, O sleeper & arise from the dead, &
Christ shall shine (make day dawn) upon you & give you light.'' Eph 5:14. ''Awake to righteousness &
sin not.''..... 1Cor 15:34a, KJV. So right now our wonderful God is in the process of –bringing us out of
our waterless – or spiritless – pit & restoring double our former prosperity – that we had in our Eden'ic
state.  A part of this is the manifestation of the son's of God, & the further of this double restoration is
JUBILEE; & then something that is far beyond our present understanding. There would no doubt be
others who would have a deeper insight than myself, but let us say for now that we are not only – growing
up into the Head, but also into GODHOOD. Which many refer to as the ultimate; I believe that it will be a
never ending progress of bliss. But first we need to progress in what & where we are at now, & that is why
is we need to encourage one another daily as the day approaches.
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 No doubt the question in the minds of many is. Why did we need to be put into a deep sleep or to be
lowered into what we are experiencing at the moment? Keeping in mind our theme of  God Inhabiting
our Earth please allow me to divert for a few moments. 

God Locks up or imprisons All in stubbornness
Rom 11: 32. Concordant & Weymouth.

What sort of a God would do such a thing? A very loving God! As a matter of fact, a much more loving
God than one who would put someone in an eternal flame of fire to burn for eternity; with weeping &
wailing & gnashing of teeth, for the rest of the above verse-heading states; “That He should be merciful
to ALL.” I have been accused in the past of using verses to suit my own way of thinking. First of all it is
not just myself writing these truth's, if you are a computer person &  you care to search your internet you
will find that there are many hundreds sharing this same message, furthermore if you will take it in the
spirit it is given, have you ever considered that you may have been using verses  to suit your mind-set, I
would also add that you may have been repeating what you have been taught without really considering
the other side of the story, as I did until my middle fifties. Once again, I repeat, there are no contradictions
in God's word, only seemingly so. 
   Let us look a little closer at what is meant when the word imprisoned, or to be locked up is referred to.
In the 5th Chapter of John & verse 28 & 29a  we find. ''Do not be surprised & wonder at this, for the
time is coming when ALL those who are in the TOMBS shall hear His voice, And they shall come
OUT'' ----  What is the true meaning behind the Tomb or the Grave. I once read these words by a very
spiritual man who wrote  – THERE IS NO DEEPER DEATH THAN IGNORANCE & UNBELIEF.

MY PEOPLE ARE DESTROYED FOR LACK OF KNOWLEDGE
Hosea 4:6.

The  rest  of  the  above  part-verse  heading  reads.  ''because  you  [the  priestly  nation]  have  rejected
knowledge, I will also reject you that you shall be no priest to Me; seeing that you have forgotten the
law  of  your  God,  I  will  also  forget  your  children.''   Meaning  today our spiritual  children.  Why?
Because, as leaders, what we think, say & do will affect those who are looking to us for guidance.      

''Woe  unto  you,  lawyers (experts  in  the  Mosaic  Law)!  For  you  have  taken  away  the KEY TO
KNOWLEDGE; you did not go in yourselves, & you hindered & prevented those who were entering in.''
Luke 11:52. So we have a clue to the answer of being locked up, A KEY which is joined to KNOWLEDGE,
in  saying  this  we  must  realise  that  there  is  a  vast  difference  between-  Most  Holy  Place-spiritual
knowledge & an in part learning. That which may have been right for the second realm-Pentecostal- is
not necessarily right for  the third, – one is partly of the soul or mind or intellect, the other is of the spirit
– incidentally, there are not many intellectuals in this way & those that are, I have found to be very
humble. WHY? They have had to sacrifice intellectualism for faith, & the two do not gel or agree. As
Paul said; ''Not many mighty & not many noble are called''   Why? Well humility is a major factor & the
intellectual mind does not always appreciate that. ''Not everyone who says to Me, Lord, Lord, will enter
the kingdom of heaven, but he who does the will of My Father who is in heaven. Many shall say unto
me on that day, Lord, Lord, have we not prophesied in your name & driven out demons in your name
& done many mighty works in your name? And then I will say to them openly (publicly), I never knew
you;  depart  from Me,  you  who act  wickedly  [DISREGARDING MY COMMANDS].''  Matt  7:21-23.
Largely  among  these  will  be  the  Lawyers!  A lawyer  is  one  who  deals  with  the  letter  of  the  law.
Unfortunately there are still many today that cannot see past the LETTER, these – unless there is a change
– will miss it altogether, as we have mentioned in earlier writings, there are three levels to God's Word,
the third is in the final account of all things the only realm that will enable us to go on into Godhood.

 
MY LOVERS DECIEVED ME 

''I called for my lovers, but they deceived me: my priests & my elders gave up the ghost in the city,
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while they sought their meat to relieve their souls.''   In other words some refused to allow new &
enlarged wine-skins to be a part of their experience, for it meant that some of their intellectualism would
have to be cast aside. So the thought & attitude with these is; “The intellectual spiritual meat that I am
chewing on at the moment will suffice; thank you very much!” 

''Thus says the Lord: Stand by the roads & look; & ask for the eternal paths, where the good, old way –
that Eden'ic original, place of Godliness & divine understanding – is; then walk in it, & you will find rest
for your souls. But they said, We will not walk in it! Also I set watchmen over you, saying, Hear & obey
the sound of the trumpet! But they said, We will not listen or obey.'' Jer 6:16-17.

KEYS
''I will give you the KEYS of the of the kingdom of heaven & whatever you bind....& loose on earth
must be whatever is bound & loosed in heaven.''  Matt 16:19. Here we read of KEYS in the plural,
meaning different keys for different areas of spiritual “kingdom- knowledge.”

A most important Key.
'
'And the KEY of the house – tent or tabernacle – of David I will lay upon his shoulder; he shall open &
no one shall shut, he shall shut & no one shall open.''  Isaiah 22:22.`This key is actually the  KEY of
brotherly love that Jesus had for all men, which had been HUSHED in times aeonian, & is to eventually
incorporate all men. ''The mystery of which was hidden for ages & generations [from angels & men],
but is now revealed to His holy people (the saints).'' Col 1:26. Rom 16:25-26.
   The Philadelphia'n assembly of – brotherly love – had this special KEY which is the love of all men, as
Jesus proved when he tasted death for EVERY man. 
''And to the angel (messenger) of the assembly (church) in Philadelphia write: These are the words of
the Holy One, the true One, He Who has the key of David, Who opens & no one shall shut, who shuts
& no one shall open.''  Rev 3:7 I would like to say again the only ones who can receive the true &
complete message of ''the reconciliation of  ALL MEN''  are those who are a part  of the –  church of
brotherly love – this is the true sign of one who is part of & has the like-minded goal of Jesus Christ in
that we believe with Him & also with Paul & John & the rest of the very early church, that the wonderful
salvation is for ALL MEN & ''that at the name of Jesus every knee should (must) bow, in heaven & on
earth & under the earth,  And every tongue [frankly & openly] confess & acknowledge that Jesus
Christ is Lord, to the glory of God the Father.'' Phil 2:10-11, Isaiah 45:23. Also it would be appropriate
as a point of interest, to read at this time verse 8 of Rev 3. ''I know of your [record of] works & what you
are doing. See! I have set before you a door wide open which no one is able to shut; I know that you
have but little power, & yet you have kept my word & guarded My message & have not renounced or
denied My name.''  So we thank God for a wide open door, & the proof of that is, that no matter how
much –  ''the heathen rage, or the people imagine a vain thing'' – that wonderful door is wide open in
many sincere hearts, & the more that this message is exposed the more that the sincere OPEN hearted
ones are being reached. For this I praise our God & Saviour immensely.

IN SPIRIT & IN TRUTH

''A time  will  come,  however,  indeed  it  is  already  here,  when  the  true  (genuine)  worshippers  will
worship  the Father in spirit & in truth (reality); for the Father is seeking just such a people as these
as His worshippers. God is a Spirit (a spiritual Being) & those who worship Him must worship Him in
spirit & in truth (reality).''  Jn 4:23-24. Jesus constantly walked in the  realm of the Most Holy Place
without making this an in depth study at the moment, He walked in the realm of  Isaiah 11:1-3 which also
is  referred to  elsewhere as  the  seven fold radiation  of  the Spirit.  The statement  ''a  time will  come,
however, indeed it is already here.'' in  the above verse may seem like a contradiction, but Jesus had the
same thought in Mat 17: 11, ''Elijah does come– future tense – & will get everything restored'', then in
verse 12a ''But I tell you that Elijah has come already'' No contradiction in either; Jesus had in mind in
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both cases the thought of His body at  that time,  & also being the - Pattern Son -  for the  complete
fulfilment of His corporate body, which was to take place in the future. The completeness of – In spirit &
in truth – is found in type in the  Tabernacle of David  which supersedes all former experiences & does
away with all else, as in the FULNESS of the 'spirit' is the full 'truth'  that supersedes all else for  those
who are the TRUE SONS OF GOD. As we are sharing these verses, remember that there are three levels
in God's word & as the spirit reveals them to myself, so I in turn share this deeper understanding with
you, in it's meaning for us today.
''The Spirit of Truth, Whom the world – or those who love the world – cannot receive (welcome take to
its heart), because it does not see Him or know & recognise. Him. But you know & recognise Him, for
He lives with you [constantly] & will be in you. - in a third day fullness - I will not leave you as orphans
[comfortless, desolate, bereaved, forlorn, helpless];  I will come [back] to you  .''  In my Tabernacle of
David, third realm FULNESS. Jn 14:17-18.

CONSCIOUSNESS & DIVINE CONSCIOUSNESS

Consciousness is actually what I am. You may take away my sight & it will not alter me or what I truly
am –  consciousness! –  you may take away my hearing or my sense of smell or any of the rest of my five
senses & it will not affect ME my consciousness. You may kill my body & still it will not affect me my
consciousness, for that is what I am. Why? For I am made in the image of God, SPIRIT or a spirit being.
My true self is not my body. Whilst I am under the illusion that I am my body, I am partaking from the
tree of duality, or opposites,  or good verses evil. In the beginning, the divine consciousness was your
consciousness & mine, & we had no other consciousness than that. We were as infinite, as eternal, &
immortal as God, for, God consciousness was individual consciousness, & these were one! Because of the
limitations of the human mind, there is no way to understand how all of God consciousness can be mine,
& still all of God consciousness can be yours. This can be understood only when God can be realised as
SPIRIT. With God as spirit, we can understand that God cannot be divided, separated, or fragmented into
pieces, but that God is always One, infinite, & God is the mind of you & I. When Paul said,  “Let this
mind be in you, which was also in Christ Jesus,” He did not say we were to have a piece of that mind or a
little of that mind. He said, ''Let this mind be in you.''
   ''And now, O Father, glorify thou me with thine self with the glory which I had with thee before the
world was.'' Jn 17: 5. KJV. When Jesus made this statement, He was making it as the Pattern Son & as
our elder brother, it incorporated all of us. He not only was there with us in the beginning, but as the
Christ the WORD, was our Creator; & here He is making a statement as both our Creator & Redeemer.
Oh beloved it will be wonderful when Christendom & mankind begin to hunger after the deeper things of
God & understand that there is no separation only in the mind, or the flesh, which is the veil. The ME
that he was referring to is the –  I – of all of us, the Christ or the I AM or the “Son which is given.” This is
further explained in verse 7, ''Now [at last] they know & understand that all you have given Me belongs
to You [is really & truly Yours]. V10a “All [things that are] mine are Yours, & all [things that are]
Yours belong to Me.''
   We as Son's were never born, Why? We individually have existed from the beginning, & we will never
die because God evolved us out of His own consciousness & that which ''God has joined together can
never be put asunder''   ''I and my Father are one.''  God established the relationship in the beginning
that “the Father & the Son are One”& that Oneness endures forever.

FAITH
Faith has nothing to do with, or does not originate from the flesh realm, yet it can affect the sense realm.
''Faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen.'' Faith is a spiritual sense
which is from another world – understanding, knowing or comprehension – which is not a part of & does
not exist in this natural world or understanding of things. Jesus said ''my kingdom is not of this world.''
Some have said that faith is believing in something that you can't see. That may well be true; but there is a
vast difference in believing in nothing than following & believing in the Godly or Divine sense that God
has put within every man. This realm which is from another world is more lasting has far more substance
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to it than what we are experiencing in this – flesh-sense realm. ''For this perishable [part of us] must put
on the imperishable [nature] & this mortal [part of us, this nature that is capable of dying] must put on
immortality (freedom from death).'' 1Cor 15:53.
   The task or lot of the Sons of God is to bring the reality of faith into this world in it's fullness so that
eventually mankind instead of living by toil, wits & greed etc.  they will be living by & in their divine
righteous inherent sense - FAITH - that is rightfully theirs & has been hidden from them for so long, &
may I add –  for a very good reason, – the veil is about to be torn away from our minds & the result will
be what we had in our Eden'ic state with a plus, & that plus is a glorified body, & incidentally all this is to
happen right here on this “Terra-firma.”         

GOD IS COMING TO INHABIT & JUDGE HIS EARTH

''Let the heavens be glad, & let the earth rejoice; let the sea roar, & all the things that fill it; Let the
field be exultant, & all that is in it! Then shall all the trees of the wood sing for joy before the Lord, for
He comes, to judge & GOVERN the EARTH! He shall judge the world with righteousness & justice &
the peoples with His FAITHFULNESS & TRUTH''.   Psalm 96:11-13. 
   God is going to do this in & through a people who have realised their TRUE IDENTITY. God who does -
all  things  well  -  decided in  His  wonderful  plan,  to  LOWER, put  those “who are  made & are being
moulded into his His exact Image” into a place to where, spiritual overcoming or Godly education as it
were is a choice, but in the end a choice of – realised necessity – to gain the heights that God would &
will have us soar to. No matter where you are in God, you would be wise never to point the finger at, or
blame God for anything as you would do yourselves harm. God so loves you, you may never be able to
fathom the depths or to know the full extent of that fact. God does & cannot dwell in the realm of flesh &
until we desire the “the secret place of the Most High experience” we are not going to understand the
deeper things of God – For they will seem as foolishness to us, the flesh! – Before the “foundation of the
world” or the -  disruption of the cosmos -  occurred, this present understanding that we have as human
beings did not exist. But as we stated earlier God - who does all things well - in His wisdom planned Jn
3:16 “For God so loved the World that He Gave his only begotten Son” & through this plan ordained a
way that He would & could INHABIT JUDGE & GOVERN this earth. And so we are about to witness,

A NEW INVASION OF GOD IN THE FLESH

''Behold, - be startled, consider, give heed to, open the ears of the inner heart,- I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs forth; do you not perceive & know it & will you not give heed to it? I will even make a
way in the wilderness & rivers in the desert. The beasts of the field honour Me, & the jackals & the
ostriches, because I give waters in the wilderness & rivers in the desert, to give DRINK to MY people,
MY CHOSEN. The people I formed for Myself  , - the true Israel - that they may set forth My praise [and
they shall do it]. Yet you have not called upon Me [much less toiled for Me], O Jacob; but you have
been of Me, O Israel!”  Isaiah 43:19-22. 
      Here Israel is being both encouraged & warned that God was about to do a NEW THING. Now when
God speaks of a new thing He is not meaning a rehashing or a renewing of the OLD. He means just what
He says A NEW THING. As when John the Baptist & Jesus came on the scene the –  old set in their way,
die hard's – would not & could not accept any deviation from the old. Our great God & saviour is ever
leading us onward & upward, always with – a new thing - into a higher realm, out of the mundane & the
legalism, & the duality of – good & evil - & each time He does the enemy of man's spirituality which is -
settled  religiosity- raises  it's  ugly  head.  The  carnal  comfortable  religious  man  does  not  wish  to  be
disturbed & will get very upset when his cage is rattled, especially with new issues. But my beloved
brothers & sisters to gain the heights of God & to come to the high place of our divinity, we must have a -
paradigm shift - A NEW WAY..... Hear the benefits of what God is introducing us to today. 
''The Lord will go forth like a mighty MAN, He will rouse up His zealous indignation & vengeance like
a warrior; He will cry, yes, He will shout aloud, He will do mightily against His enemies. [Thus says
the Lord] I have for a long time held My peace, I have been still & restrained Myself. Now I will cry
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out like a woman in travail, I will gasp & pant together. I will lay waste the mountains & hills & dry up
all their herbage; I will turn the rivers into islands, & I will dry up the pools. And I will bring the blind
by a way that they know not; I will  lead them in paths that they have  NOT KNOWN. I will  make
darkness into light before them & make uneven places into a plain. These things have I determined to
do [for them] ;  & I will  not leave them forsaken.''  Isaiah 42: 13-16. How is he going to do these
wonderful spiritual acts? Through & by His Son's, His Man-child. ''Behold, I will make you to be a new,
sharp, threshing instrument which has teeth; you shall thresh the mountains & beat them small, &
shall make the hills like chaff.''  Isaiah 41:15. Yet in all of these promises there is a condition & it is
stated in the verse previous to where we read  - I am doing a new thing!  Are you ready for it ? Will you
believe it ? Will we humble ourselves & obey it ? Or will we make excuses for it ?  This will be to some a
very tall order! This is the lead up & the condition to the NEW THING. 

Do not [earnestly] remember the former things; neither consider the things of old.
Isaiah 43:18.

The KJV states - ''remember not & neither consider, the things of old'' - or what we have - up to date-
been used to, is this plain enough or do we need further admonition. Matt 13:10-15. Perfectly explains the
situation.  ''And He replied to them, To you it has been given to know the secrets & mysteries of the
kingdom of heaven, but to them it has not been given. For whoever has [spiritual knowledge], to him
more will be given & he will be furnished richly so that he will have abundance: but from him who has
not, even what he has will be taken away. This is the reason that I speak to them in parables: because
having the power of seeing, they do not see; & having the power of hearing, they do not hear, nor
grasp & understand. In them indeed is the process of fulfilment of the prophecy of Isaiah, which says:
You shall indeed hear & hear but never grasp & understand; & you shall indeed look but never see &
perceive. For this nations heart has grown gross (fat & dull), & their heavy & difficult of hearing, &
their eyes they have tightly closed, lest they see & perceive with their eyes, & hear & comprehend the
sense with their  ears,  & grasp & understand with their heart,  & turn & I should heal  them. But
blessed  (happy, fortunate, & to be envied) are your eyes because they do see, & your ears because they
do hear.''                    In other words we need to remove our Pentecostal spectacles!!

THE TRUE ISRAEL
   
      These words were spoken to Israel, & today they are spoken once again to the true Israel. He is not a
Jew who is one outwardly - nor is true circumcision something external & physical - but he is a Jew who
is one inwardly, & true circumcision is of the heart. Rom 2:28-29. Being a descendant of & having the
blood & human genes of Abraham has nothing whatsoever to  do with the true Israel of God, it has to do
with the heart & the seed, not seeds OF MANY. Gal 3:16. ''Now the promise (covenants, agreements)
were decreed & made to Abraham & his Seed (his Offspring, his Heir). He [God] does not say, And to
seeds (descendants, heirs), as if referring to many persons, but, And to your SEED (your Descendant,
your  Heir), obviously referring to one individual, Who is [none other than] Christ (the Messiah).''
This seed has nothing whatsoever to do with – natural seeds or natural genes – this seed is none other
than the Christ the WORD who is Spirit. I am going to make a statement that may shock some, but not
others. 

      As far as God is concerned there is no natural race on this earth today that has any priority over
any other!  We are all descendants of Adam &,-  until quickened,- are in the same boat. Even the most
religious devout Rabbi needs Christ in his life as much as anyone & without Him he is as dead & is still
in the Adamic dream as much as any of us were at one time or another. God is no respect-er of persons,
neither is he racist,  that typology & legalism finished at the Cross. God is no longer interested in the
natural seed but in the spiritual seed. Hear the words of Jesus. ''They retorted, Abraham is our father,
Jesus said, If you were [truly] Abraham's children, then you would do the works of Abraham [follow
his example, do as Abraham did].'' Jn 8:39. ''And do not begin to say to yourselves, We have Abraham
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as our father; for I tell you that God is able from these STONES to raise up descendants for Abraham.''
Lk 3:8b What stones is Jesus referring to. ''A new heart will I give you & a new spirit will I put within
you, & I will take away the STONY HEART out of your flesh & give you a heart of flesh.'' Ezek 36: 26.
In other words Jesus was saying that their natural STONY HEART whether it originated from the genes of
Abraham or any other man can be changed, & even from these  STONES He can & will raise up  true
descendants of Abraham. God is as interested in the souls of the most pagan illiterate races of people as
He is in any natural Israelite. Once again it is the reading of the literal, historical ink on the paper that
throws us off the track. I am so glad that God has opened our eyes to the third realm of understanding.
''By  abolishing  in  his  {own  crucified]  flesh  the  enmity  [caused  by]  the  Law  with  its  decrees  &
ordinances [which He annulled]; that He from the two might create in Himself  one new man [one
new quality of humanity out of the two], so making peace. And [He designed] to reconcile to God both
[Jew & Gentile, united] in a single body by means of His cross, thereby killing the mutual enmity &
bringing the feud to an end.'' Eph 2:15-16. This shows that since the cross, that there is only one new
man- or a new humanity- consisting of Jew - representing Israel- & Gentile or Greek- representing non
Jew or non Israelites.  The middle wall of partition has now been broken down between us & we are one,
& neither has any higher status than the other for we are all one in Christ Jesus & we ''[Come] and, like
living stones, are built into a spiritual house, for a holy dedicated, consecrated priesthood, to offer up
spiritual sacrifices that are acceptable & pleasing to God through Jesus Christ.''  1Pet 2:5. 

ESCAPISM

The general understanding of the - Rapture - is that at a given time - the church is going to fly off the
planet & leave all the inhabitants to their own fate. This theory is an escapism, & is from- the god of this
world - so that some don't fulfil the plan that God has for - the Sons of God - in the here & now on this
earth. The understanding of the coming of the Lord has been taken right out of the spiritual context that
the early Church believed. When Peter tells us ''For we were not following cleverly devised stories when
we made known to you the  POWER & COMING of  our Lord Jesus Christ  (the Messiah) but were
eyewitnesses of His majesty (grandeur, authority of sovereign power). For when He was invested with
honour & glory from God the Father & a voice was borne to Him by the [splendid] Majestic Glory [in
the bright cloud that overshadowed Him, saying], This is my beloved Son in Whom I am well pleased
& delight, We [actually] heard this voice borne out of heaven, for we were together with Him on the
holy mountain. And we have the prophetic word [made] firmer still.  You will  do well  to pay close
attention to it as to a lamp shining in a dismal (squalid & dark) place, until the day breaks through
[the gloom] & the Morning Star rises (comes into being) in your hearts.'' 2 Pet 1:16-19.
   
      This coming if we look very closely at the full context of what Peter is saying here is the coming of
the MORNING STAR arising in our hearts, minds & spirits, in other words a revelation of the power of
the spirit of our true identity-  our divine identity,-  when Jesus made known to Peter, James & John the
POWER & COMING they were eyewitnesses of the power, majesty & grandeur that was to be theirs in
the future when they would one day sit with him in His Throne.  The  coming is a revelation as to our
TRUE IDENTITY. Listen to the words that John was to write in the future.  ''He who overcomes (is
victorious), will I grant him to sit beside Me on My throne, as I myself overcame (was victorious) & sat
down beside my Father on His throne.”  “And he who overcomes (is victorious) & who obeys My
commands to the [very] end [doing the works that please Me], I will give him power over the nations;
And he shall rule them with a sceptre (rod) of iron, as when earthen pots are broken in pieces, & [his
power over them shall be] like that which I myself have received from my Father.''  Rev 3:21, 2:26-27.

      When the scripture refers to the –  coming & appearing – of  Christ, so many are hung up on the
physical, & do not realise the spiritual significance of these statements. When Jesus stated  ''In a little
while you will no longer SEE me, & again after a short while you will SEE me.'' Jn 16:16. Even though
Jesus did afterward appear in His spiritual body this is not what He had in mind in this case & this is
explained in John 17:24. ''Father I desire that they also whom You have entrusted to me [as your gift to
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Me] may be with Me where I am, so that they may SEE My glory, which you have given me [Your love
gift  to  Me]; for  you loved Me before the foundation of  the world.'' The spiritual  understanding or
enlightenment is that which we are SEEING with our inner eye of perception. At the same time all of this
is happening on our  Terra- Firma. I like the KJV rendition of  Deut 11:21  ''That your days may be
multiplied, & the days of  your children, in the land which the Lord sware unto your fathers to give
them, as the DAYS OF HEAVEN UPON EARTH.'' Much more than we realise in the OT was prophetic, for
the here & now. Jesus also said, ''Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven.'' This of course is about to
take place in the manifestation of the – Son's of God. 
      Several years ago I was given enlightenment on two verses of scripture which I had never heard
expounded - in the way I am going to share with you,- by anyone before,   so naturally I was particular
with whom I shared it. A friend told me some time back about a brother Gary Sigler who has a web-site,
recently I took the time to tune in to the introduction, & lo one of the first thoughts that he began to
expound was this very same above-mentioned thought, I was so thrilled. This is the thought.

TWO IN A BED

      ''I tell you, in That night there will be two on a Bed; One will be taken & the other left. Two will be
grinding together, the one will be taken, & the other left.''  Luke 17: 34-35. Diaglott, Notice that the
original does not mention male or female nor does it mention the 36th verse. Most versions say - two men
in a bed & two women grinding together.-The first thing we notice is that the word bed indicates night-
time & grinding indicates daytime. So this event is happening at the same time in different parts of the
world. The preceding verses 26 to 33 tell us. 26  ''And (just) as it was in the days of Noah, so will it be in
the time of the Son of Man.27 [People] ate, they drank, they married, they were given in marriage,
right up unto the day when Noah went into the ark, & the flood came & destroyed them all. 28 So also
[it was the same] as it was in the days of Lot.[People] ate, they drank, they bought, they sold, they
planted, they built; 29 But on the [very] day that Lot went out of Sodom, it rained fire & brimstone
from heaven & destroyed [them] all. 30 That is the way it will be on the day that the Son of Man is
revealed. 31 On that day let him who is on the housetop, with his belongings in the house, not come
down [and go inside] to carry them away; & likewise let not him who is in the field not turn back. 32
Remember Lot's wife! Whoever tries to preserve his life will lose it,  but whoever loses his life will
preserve & quicken it.''
      Notice carefully in verse 27, that the flood came, destroyed & took all the WICKED & only  Noah the
righteous   & his family were left. Then in verse 29 the fire & brimstone destroyed all of those – THE
WICKED – who were opposed to Lot. So in both cases it is the  WICKED who are taken -  NOT THE
RIGHTEOUS -  these verses flatly oppose the so called –  rapture, escapism theory -  that claim that the
RIGHTEOUS are taken, which is supposed to support that idea that the Church will be caught up into the
sky for three years & six months, & I might add that this differs greatly, depending on which particular
group we are  listening to.  Incidentally I  have not  been able  to  find anywhere,  where  it  is  recorded
anywhere, that the - so called rapture theory- ever  existed before 1580 A.D & if anyone reading this can
show me otherwise I would be most interested. Also we need to stop espousing & verbalising all the
negative things that are happening around us & - TAKE NO THOUGHT- of the worldly things that are
transpiring, this is not conducive to encouraging faith & confidence.

      Until we come into the complete fulfilment of the - Tabernacle of David experience - every time we
go to bed, or are doing our daily chores day or night, we are entertaining two identities. 1. Our true
identity.  2. Our mistaken identity. Until the veil is completely removed, there is still an element of the –
good & evil realm –  active within us,  TWO IDENTITIES. As always God has a –  time for everything-
''He has made everything beautiful in its time. He also has planted eternity in men's hearts & minds [a
divinely implanted sense of a purpose working through the ages which nothing under the sun but God
alone can satisfy], yet so that men cannot find out what God has done from the beginning to the end.''
I would add until the appointed time. Eccl 3:11. 
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      As there was a time for the wicked to be taken away in Noah's time, & a brand new start  A NEW
THING God had ordained to take place, –  may I say right here if we study God's Word we will notice that
He is in the habit of, & loves to do A NEW THING, when the time is right, – so at his appointed time, one
of our identities will be completely removed from us. This may sound a little Pentecostal but I am going
to shout HALLELUJAH. One - identity - will be changed & taken out of the way & the other left. Which
identity will be taken ? Well to be true to type God left a righteous seed 'Noah' & removed & removed the
unrighteous & it was the beginning of a  NEW THING & so this happen-stance will bring a completely
new realm into the earth.
      Once this happens with the Son's of God then like as in Noah's day, it will be the start of a new Era. 
Hear the words of Isaiah, ''But in the latter days it shall come to pass that the mountain of the house of
the Lord shall be established as the highest of the mountains; & it shall be exalted above the hills, &
peoples shall flow to it. And many nations shall come & say, Come, let us go up to the mountain of the
Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob, that He may teach us His ways, & we may walk in His paths.
For the law shall go forth out of Zion & the word of the Lord from Jerusalem.''  Isaiah 4:1-2.

REMEMBER LOT'S WIFE!

Once again here is an instance we can learn by.  ''Whoever tries to preserve his life will lose it,  but
whoever  loses  his  life  will  preserve  & quicken it.''   Lk 17:32-33.  To apply this  to  our  present  day
situation. In my readings over the years I have read that when brimstone – which actually is sulphur –
covers anything in time, it looks very similar to salt. Hence the pillar of salt. When Lot's wife – looked
back – which designates that she still had a longing for the city – her old way of life – I personally feel
that she lagged behind & inadvertently allowed herself to perhaps lag & found herself in the area where
the – fire & brimstone – was falling & she was covered with it. The analogy to us of course is that this
woman was negligent & in a place where she ought not to be. If we are silly enough to jump into a boat
with a hole in it & not care about the danger, God is not going to pick us up & place us into another boat,
especially if we have been warned. Our wonderful God is not in the habit of tempting us to be in a
circumstance where he can take out His fickle idiosyncrasies  on his own  chosen ones. We have a choice.
If we know to do a thing, & don't, or not to do a thing, & we do,  ''to him it is sin.''  or mistaking our
identity.
In Matthew 10:39, we read, ''Whoever finds his [lower] life will lose it [the higher life], & whoever 
loses his [lower] life on My account will find it [the higher life.''
Lk 14:33,  ''So then, any of you who does not forsake (renounce, surrender claim to give up,  SAY

GOOD-BYE to) all that he has   cannot be my disciple.''  If we have this attitude & we truly DESIRE  the –
higher life – A NEW THING & are embracing the full import of the TABERNACLE OF DAVID & we have
a Godly attitude of desiring all that He has for us & not wanting to look back to where we are being taken
from, that is –  the first & second realm –  namely,  OUTER COURT or PASSOVER & HOLY PLACE or
PENTECOST we have no danger of becoming a spiritual Pillar of salt   Then our mistaken identity will be
taken, which in turn will leave only our Christ, or true identity & we will be identified as one of the over-
comers & be in that infinitive number of 144,000 in Revelation 14:1. 
   Now one thing I want to stress is we are not referring to salvation in this article, we are referring to a
HIGHER CALLING, in the 11th Chapter of Revelation, verse 12b, we hear the call, ''Come up here! - or
into a higher realm – And before the very eyes of their enemies they ascended into heaven in a cloud.''

CLOUDS

This is the very same cloud as mentioned in, Acts 1:9-11.  ''And when He had said this, even as they
were looking [at  Him],  He was caught  up,  & a cloud received  & carried Him away out  of  their
sight.10. And while they were gazing intently into heaven as He went, behold, two men [dressed] in
white robes suddenly stood beside them, 11. Who said, Men of Galilee, why do you stand gazing into
heaven? This same Jesus, Who was caught away & lifted up from among you into heaven, will return
in  [just] the SAME-WAY in which you saw him go into heaven.''  The word JUST in the amplified is not
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original & has been inserted. The translation – same-way – is very deceiving & in the KJV it is translated
– shall so come in - LIKE- MANNER - & both of these are from from the GK trope or tropos STRONG'S
5158, 5157, = (by imp) mode or style, (fig, variation):- turning. This exact same word is used when Jesus
said in Lk 13:34b, ''How often I have desired & yearned to gather your children together [around Me],
AS A hen gathers her young under her wings, but you would not!''  In the Diaglott the last part of the
same verse is stated ''what MANNER a bird of herself brood under the wings?'' When Jesus was saying
tropos - or in like manner or - AS A - hen gathers her young  This did not mean that Jesus was a - hen or
a fowl- this was a metaphor & the same goes for the CLOUDS in Acts 1:11. As previously stated the KJV
in LIKE MANNER is once again a metaphor. Also we ought to notice it does not say LIKE TYPE. Why am
I making an issue of this? As we have often said there are three levels to our   experience in God. So
please let us have open minds to what we sharing. Also herein lies a revelation to escape an error that
many 1000,000s have been deluded by. The - the so called Rapture escapism theory – has up to date been
made an issue of, & is now by many, as well as myself - by the Christ in us - being exposed. Also I feel
that myself & many others are quite justified in making an issue of it, if we wish to look at it in that way.

God is coming to inhabit the Earth in & through us; Not the Sky!

If we insist on reading the literal & not listening to the spirit, we will miss discovering a lot of beautiful
gems. Remember there were 10 virgins, 5 wise – spiritual - & 5 foolish – literal – or ink readers.
      The word CLOUD in the Greek has a double meaning & refers often to a persons or people as well as
literal clouds.
''Therefore then, since we are surrounded by so great a CLOUD OF WITNESSESS.''   Heb 12:1a.
''These are wells without water, CLOUDS that are carried with tempest;''   2Pet 2:17a KJV.
''These are hidden reefs (elements of danger) in your love feasts, where they boldly feast sumptuously
[carousing  together  in  your  midst],  without  scruples  providing  for  themselves  [alone].  They  are
CLOUDS  without water,''....  Jude 12. If you wish to do your own personal search there is much more
information to be gained. Why the mystery? Why the double meaning? One of the reasons is that God
loves to hide secrets in His word for the diligent to search into. ''He reveals His secrets to His prophets''
one of which you are if you have been called into - manifested son-ship - & they in turn share these with
willing hearers. I am so glad that in the past that I was given an open ear & I heard & listened. Also
keeping in mind the three levels of spiritual understanding. In the coming future I hope to either compile
a booklet on the CLOUDS, or cover it in one of the monthlies, as it is a far reaching , blessed & beautiful
subject. 

''And so God is now in the process of completely inhabiting US, as & in His earth.''

May God richly bless each & every one of you richly as we progress on this glorious, exciting journey of
God consciousness-enlargement-existence, in our wonderful Christ Jesus.

Written by Ralph Knowles. January. 2010.

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com
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